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Summary for Penketh and Cuerdley.
ASB seems to be the favor of this month with 7 reports of youths
causing annoyance, alarm and distress, the reports are spread over
most of the Penketh area but it would seem to be the same group of
males.
Urban explorers and cable thieves continue to plague Fiddlers ferry. I
know this does not affect the general public but we still have
investigate these incidents when damage or thefts occur. We do
regular patrols around the inside of the site but given it has 8 miles of
perimeter fence and given a site as remote and dark it is difficult to
deal with these incidents.
Theft of goods from McColls is going to prove fruitful as the offenders
have been identified by staff.

Anti Social Behaviour.
Penketh.

7 reports of ASB.

Cuerdley. 0.

Attempt theft from motor vehicle

Penketh. 2.
Cuerdley. 0.

OTHER INCIDENTS
Friend’s lane speeding complaints. The site/road does not qualify for any form of
speed enforcement due to several reasons, however I have carried out Radar gun
speed monitoring, this has been done at various times of the day including school
drop off and pick up as these times put pressure on all roads.
The result is I only found one vehicle to be traveling 1mph above the prescribed
speed limit.
TRUCAM SPEED ENFORCMEENT
TruCam has been used on Stocks lane and no vehicles were traveling above the
prescribed speed limit.

Other matters –
We now have access to a TruCam device that enforces speed during
the hours of darkness and I will be looking to use this new device over
the coming weeks.
I have booked into Penketh south primary school and Penketh primary
school to spend two whole shifts there introducing myself to the
children and presenting Roles of police presentations plus the children
will be able to inspect the police cell van and pretend they have been
arrested plus set the sirens off.

